
Wash My Horse in Champagne offers my take on 21st century West Coast blues in 
thirteen original songs. The lyrics derive from my own life and personal experiences, 
including those gained living and traveling abroad. Musically, I build on the legacies 
of George Smith, William Clarke, Paul DeLay, and extend the West Coast tradition 
of incorporating influences from jazz. While I feature the “big harp:” the chromatic 
harmonica minimally exploited in blues, I am a musician first for whom the harp is 
a means to an end. To me the song is central, and I will do what is required, to my 
ear, to serve the song. I vary my chromatic attack by playing amplified and acous-
tically, and by employing first, second, and third “positions” (harp talk for different 
key relationships between harp and song). But I don’t hesitate to pick up the ten-
hole diatonic — or put the harp down altogether — when the music calls for it.

SONG NOTES

HOME STRETCH - Health news I received last summer inspired this song. I exagger-
ate my bad practices somewhat (I actually love dogs!), but not entirely.

ROAD KILL - Most of us have, at one point in our lives, been run over by a lover, 
figuratively at least - I certainly have. Written to be guitar-centric, and Kid starts at a 
simmer and stokes the flame through the song.

WASH MY HORSE IN CHAMPAGNE - A rubber baron in nineteenth century Manaus, 
Brazil apparently flaunted his wealth by washing his horses in champagne!  The 
song exploits this metaphor to celebrate the fierce determination of those who 
overcome disadvantages of birth to achieve success. The groove was inspired by the 
brilliant southern Brazilian artist Vitor Ramil. Charlie’s solo? Genius!

COOL MISTAKE - The harp in this jump tune is played in the comparatively unusual 
first position. J. Hansen’s washboard adds a nice vintage feel.

MY BRIGHT FUTURE - the idea for this tune came to me at Aki Kumar’s regular 
Tuesday night jam at the Mojo Lounge in Fremont, CA … Chris channels Charles 
Brown, Kid provides beautiful, subtle guitar fills, while Raja’s “death march” tom 
deepens the mood.

I AIN’T THE JUDGE OF YOU - Lyrics are structured as a bar conversation about 
tolerance. Musically it recalls jazzy blues artists like T-Bone Walker (a favorite), using 
a head to introduce and close the song, thus stamping it with a distinctive character.

I WASN’T READY - My mother underwent supposedly routine surgery in 2012; four 
days later she was gone. This song is about the shock when we unexpectedly lose a 
loved one, whether mother, child, lover, or friend.

IF ONLY - An affectionate dig at those rogues who always claim to be just one 
contingency away from great success - that never comes! Musically, maybe recalls 
Smiley Lewis?

LIGHT FROM DARKNESS - Inspired by my witnessing, over the last year, my father-
in-law’s battle against ALS. Despite the pain we all suffered, it was a time of love, 
emotional healing, and growth for everyone, and reminded me how, in giving, we 
transcend ourselves to become better people.

MOJO WALTZ - My homage to Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown. Michael Peloquin 
delivers an elegant arrangement, and Mike Rinta lays down a killer trombone solo 
played with plunger. 

WHAT’S BIG? - My view of authentic masculinity, and the only song with diatonic 
harp. Michael’s sax and Loralee’s harmonies make the song. 

SIZE MATTERS - Tongue-in-cheek title to highlight the great tonal and pitch range of 
the 16-hole chromatic harp. I start with very low trombone-like notes and gradually 
ascend in pitch to the piccolo tones at the top of the instrument. A fun uptempo 
workout for the band, spiked with a couple of deliberate quotations.

JUSTICE IN MY TIME - I’ve frequently performed this song solo but Kid’s stand up 
bass frames it and provides wonderful gravity.
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CD
02“Getting Over the Hump and into the Zone”

Big Harp George (Bisharat) released his critically acclaimed debut Chromaticism in 2014 at age 59. Not 
only was it one of the most exciting blues harmonica albums of the last 20 years, it was also one of the 
great feel good stories of recent years for this husband, father, lawyer, public defender, and professor. 
He is now pursuing his music full time, having accepted emeritus status at the University of California 
Hastings College of the Law. Wash My Horse in Champagne builds on Chromaticism’s twin pillars of 
blues and jazz but takes the chromatic harmonica in new directions with a diverse set of originals. It 
is a challenge to be creative with a generally fixed and settled form like the blues. Innovation in blues 
usually takes the form of inventive lyrics, unconventional hooks, and a sense of adventure with solos. All 
three are here in addition to the BHG’s distinctively ethereal tone. BHG is rare among chromatic players 
in that he often plays acoustically, that is, near a vocal microphone, not cupping a specialized harp 
mike. Thus his sound is not always the muscular sax section effect well known to fans of Rod Piazza, 
Mark Hummel, and the late William Clarke. Rather it is often similar to the melodiously liquid tone of 
the late Paul DeLay, his major influence. Even though he still plays the diatonic, it is only featured on 
“What’s Big? ” dedicated to his son Austin, in which BHG muses about the real meaning of masculinity. 
He didn’t set out to be one, but BHG is a crusader for the chromatic. “Lots of [diatonic] players seem 
daunted by the chromatic. There is a little hump you have to get over when you approach the chromatic 
as a seasoned diatonic player. You have to unlearn a few things. Unlearning, especially in music in 
which muscle memory is so key, can be harder than initial learning. A willingness to take risks and lots 
of repetitions are needed to get over that hump and into the zone where you’re playing freely and 
without inhibition.” On the major challenge of composing an album of originals: “The hardest part is 
to ensure musical and melodic diversity. Junior Parker is a great model for this. He took basic shuffles 
and sang unbelievable melodies that gave them distinct character despite the underlying similarity of 
groove.” BHG is certainly not reinventing the wheel when it comes to blues harmonica, but he is having 
a good time spinning it while adding spokes and stretching the rims.
 Thomas J. Cullen III, Bucks County Blues Society and Blues Music Magazine 

Big Harp George - vocals and harmonicas all tracks
Chris Burns - keyboards all tracks; back up vocals tracks 2 and 4
Raja Kawar - drums all tracks; back up vocals tracks 2 and 4
Kid Andersen - basses tracks 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 12, and 13; guitar tracks 2, 5, 8, 9, and 11;  
 back up vocals tracks 2 and 4
Little Charlie Baty - guitar tracks 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, and 12
Loralee Christensen - back up vocals tracks 2, 3, 4, 6, and 11
J. Hansen - percussion tracks 3, 4, 9, and 11; back up vocals tracks 2 and 4
Michael Peloquin - saxes tracks 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11; horn arrangement track 10
Mike Rinta - trombone tracks 6, 8, and 10
Kedar Roy - basses tracks 2, 5, 8, 9, and 11

Produced by: Chris Burns
All tracks recorded at Greaseland Studios, San Jose CA, February 15—19 2016
Recording Engineer: Kid Andersen
Mastering: Joe Tarantino, Fantasy Studios, Berkeley, CA
Graphic Design: Anthony Paule
Photography: Tina Abbaszadeh (Kid Andersen, Little Charlie Baty, Michael Peloquin, 
Mike Rinta, Loralee Christensen), Peggy DeRose (Chris Burns, Kedar Roy), Peggy DeR-
ose with Jim Dewrance first assistant (George front and back covers), Richard Ressman 
(J. Hansen), and Kwon (Raja Kawar)

George Bisharat plays chromatic harmonicas customized by Steve Malerbi, and a dia-
tonic harmonica customized by Kenya Pollard.

George’s clothing is by Pal Zileri through Uomo European Menswear, San Francisco.

Big Harp George Thanks
The musicians who joined the recording for their great musicianship. David Barrett, Peggy DeRose, 
Anthony Paule, Michael Peloquin, and Christine Vitale for constant encouragement and support. 
Chris Burns for working so patiently with me to develop mere ideas into fully-realized songs. Kid 
Andersen for his true musical ingenuity, on just about any instrument he picks up, and at the sound 
board. Raja Kawar for sharing music and friendship forty-three years and counting. Clarence 
“Gatemouth” Brown for the inspiration for Mojo Waltz. Vitor Ramil for the musical inspiration for 
Wash My Horse in Champagne. Viktoria Rivero Zarubitskaia for introducing me to local history 
when I was visiting Manaus, Brazil, including the story of a 19th century rubber baron who washed 
his horses in champagne. Barbara Liebeck, for graciously allowing us to photograph at her stunning 
Shangri-La Farms, Gilroy, CA. Most of all, I thank Jaleh Bisharat, who has encouraged and support-
ed me unstintingly. I also thank my daughter Valerie and son Austin, who have tactfully contained 
their mirth as I launched my long shot music career.

Dedications
“My Bright Future” is for my friend and fellow harp player, Aki Kumar

“I Wasn’t Ready to Lose You” is for my late mother, Mary Johnson Bisharat
“Light from Darkness” is for my late father-in-law, Hormoz Bahman Poorooshasb and his family

“What’s Big?” is for my son, Austin Rashid Bisharat
“Justice in My Time” is for my late grandfather, Hanna Ibrahim Bisharat 
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